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- Monday 1st October 2018 (PA28_126): Prof Daniel Swingley (University of Pennsylvania, Department of Psychology)
  Babies learning words

- Monday 29th October 2018 (PA28_126): Prof Sabine Stoll (University of Zürich, Department of Comparative Linguistics)
  How to find universal mechanisms in first language acquisition?
  Abstract:
  One of the most burning questions in cognitive science has yet to be answered: what cognitive mechanisms enable children to learn a language? While considerable progress has been made with regard to specific mechanisms in specific languages, what remains as one of the biggest challenges is the extreme flexibility that children show when acquiring any one of the approximately 7000 languages of the world. Statistical learning processes and imitation strategies are very likely to play a key role in acquisition. But what has never been explored systematically is to what extent these processes and strategies are indeed used universally, i.e. across very different languages and structures, and how they fare when confronted with languages that differ substantially from the European languages that have almost exclusively been the focus of past research. In this talk I present a new approach called the Maximum-Diversity approach to approach this issue. The reasoning behind a maximum-diversity sample of languages is that if we find learning mechanisms in children and/or patterns in the input that hold for the most diverse languages we can assume that these are universal mechanisms. In this talk I will present a number of universal input patterns we found in longitudinal data of 10 maximally diverse languages (ACQDIV database).

- Monday 18th February 2019 (PA28_126): Dr Suzanne Jongman (Radboud University, Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics)
  The role of attention in word production and comprehension
  Abstract:
  Both language production and comprehension have been shown to be capacity demanding (Ferreira & Pashler, 2002; Zhang & Samuel, 2018). The question arises what type of attention, and how much of it, is needed for fluent production and successful comprehension. Furthermore, do certain aspects of the production and comprehension process require more attention than others? In several experiments - using behavioural methods, eye-tracking, and EEG - I have tried to answer these questions. In a first set of studies, I have looked at word production and alerting, the ability to achieve and maintain alertness. I found that alerting is related to the speed of word production, this holds for both brief and prolonged (sustained) alertness. Moreover, alertness seems to be necessary throughout the entire process of word production. In a second set of studies I focused on both production and comprehension and
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whether they require attention to a similar degree. For instance, using a dual-task paradigm, I have shown that combining production and comprehension interferes with speaking, but does not significantly impair listening.

- **Monday 4th March 2019 (M5189): Sophie Brandon (University of Geneva, Department of Education Sciences)**
  
  *Soutenir les apprentissages des jeunes adultes migrants en difficulté dans la formation secondaire*

  **Abstract:**
  
  Lors de leur arrivée en Suisse, les élèves migrants doivent rapidement intégrer les nouvelles valeurs et pratiques scolaires appliquées dans le pays d’accueil. En effet, au-delà de la nouvelle langue à apprendre, ils doivent se familiariser à une culture scolaire parfois très différente de celle qu’ils ont connue auparavant. Pour certains, la scolarisation dans leur pays a été quasi-inexistante et ils présentent alors des difficultés d’apprentissage importantes, entravant leur parcours scolaire puis professionnel. Suite aux préoccupations des professionnels de l’ACCES II, encadrant des jeunes adultes allophones (dont un certain nombre provient de pays en guerre), et leur demande de remédier aux difficultés d’ordre (méta-)cognitives et motivationnelles, notre équipe a mené un projet d’intervention avec plusieurs de leurs élèves sur une durée de 5 mois, à raison de deux fois par semaine. Notre intervention s’est notamment basée sur les pratiques employées à l’Atelier d’Apprentissage de l’Université de Genève et avait pour objectif principal de développer une démarche de résolution de problème et des stratégies d’apprentissage efficaces.

- **Monday 15th April 2019 (PA28_126): Prof Marilyn Vihman (University of York, Department of Language and Linguistic Science)**

- **Monday 6th May 2019 (PA28_126) : Prof Robert Hartsuiker (University of Ghent, Department of Experimental Psychology)**

- **Monday 3rd June 2019 (PA28_126) : Dr Vitoria Piai (Radboud University, Donders Centre for Cognition)**